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Abstract
We classify several classes of the subspaces of Banach spaces X for which there is a bounded
linear operator from a Hilbert space onto a dense subset in X : Dually, we provide optimal
afﬁne homeomorphisms from weak star dual unit balls onto weakly compact sets in Hilbert
spaces or in c0 ðGÞ spaces in their weak topology. The existence of such embeddings is
characterized by the existence of certain uniformly Gâteaux smooth norms.
r 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
There is a connection between smoothness of norms and the weak compact
generating of spaces. Lindenstrauss ([21, Problem 9]), asked whether smoothness of a
Banach space X implies that some superspace of X is weakly compactly generated. A
negative answer to this problem was then given in [19]. Shortly thereafter, Enﬂo [8]
showed that spaces which have an equivalent uniformly Fréchet smooth norm are
exactly the superreﬂexive spaces. Pisier then proved that every superreﬂexive space
admits an equivalent norm with modulus of smoothness of power type [24].
$
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Troyanski [26,27] elucidated the structure of the nonseparable spaces which have an
equivalent uniformly Gâteaux smooth norm (in short, UG smooth norm), when an
unconditional basis is available.
Although spaces which have a Gâteaux (or even C N ) smooth equivalent norm can
be far from being subspaces of weakly compactly generated spaces (see [6,18,
Chapter V and VI]), Lindenstrauss’ problem mentioned earlier has a positive answer
for spaces which have an equivalent uniformly Gâteaux smooth norm [10]. Indeed, if
the norm of X is UG smooth, then the dual unit ball BX  with its weak topology is a
uniform Eberlein compact [10] (i.e. homeomorphic to a weakly compact set in a
Hilbert space equipped with its weak topology). Thus there is a bounded linear
operator from a Hilbert space onto a dense set in CðBX  Þ by [3]. If a Hilbert space is
mapped by a bounded linear operator onto a dense set in a Banach space X ; then X
admits an equivalent UG smooth norm (cf. e.g. [6, Chapter II]). Hence the spaces
with UG smooth norms are exactly the subspaces of Hilbert-generated spaces,
according to the following notation.
Notation 1. We will say that the Banach space X is generated by a Banach space Y ;
or Y -generated for short if there is a bounded linear operator from Y onto a dense
subset of X : Let P be a property on Banach spaces. We say that X is P-generated if
there is a Banach space Y with the property P such that X is Y -generated.
The classical interpolation theorem [5] asserts that a Banach space is weakly
compactly generated if and only if it is reﬂexive generated.
In this paper, we investigate ‘‘uniform’’ versions of this interpolation result. Our
work also blends the Enﬂo–Pisier renorming theorem with Troyanski’s results on
unconditional bases in nonseparable spaces.
The notion of strong UG smoothness is a weakening of uniform Fréchet
smoothness, obtained by replacing the unit ball of the space by some bounded set M
which spans a dense linear subspace (see Notation 2 below). We will show that
strongly UG smooth spaces are weakly compactly generated, and moreover that they
are superreﬂexive-generated (respectively Hilbert-generated) exactly when the
relevant modulus of smoothness is of power type (respectively of power type 2).
We characterize several classes of nonseparable spaces in terms of the existence of
certain equivalent norms (see Theorems 2–4). In this way we display a chain of
properties between ‘‘Hilbert-generated’’ and ‘‘subspace of a Hilbert-generated
space’’. We reﬁne on [10] by showing that the relevant implications are strict (see
Theorem 1). We show that simple transfer formulas which go back to [27] always
sufﬁce for obtaining UG smooth norms (see Remark 1). A connection is made with
the structure of uniformly Eberlein compact sets (see [1–3,14], cf. e.g. [12]). An
appendix is devoted to a short proof of the known result [17] that weakly uniformly
rotund spaces are Asplund spaces.
We refer to [6,9,12,15,28] for all unexplained terms used in this paper and for more
information in this area.
Some results in this paper are proved under the restriction that the density
character of the relevant space is o1 (that is, the ﬁrst uncountable cardinal). We
conjecture that Theorems 2–4 are true for spaces of arbitrary density character.
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2. The results
Let ðX ; jj  jjÞ be a Banach space. Let BX and SX denote its closed unit ball and
unit sphere, respectively. We say that the norm jj  jj is UG smooth if for every hAX
supfjjx þ thjj þ jjx  thjj  2; xASX g ¼ oðtÞ when

t-0:

In this equation, the asymptotic behavior of the supremum depends upon h; and this
cannot be avoided unless the space X is superreﬂexive. However, it may happen that
this quantity is uniform on a bounded linearly dense subset. This motivates the
following notation.
Notation 2. Let MCX be a bounded set. We will say that the norm jj  jj is M-UG
smooth if
rM ðtÞ :¼ supfjjx þ thjj þ jjx  thjj  2; xASX ; hAMg ¼ oðtÞ

when

t-0:

ð0Þ

We will say that the norm jj  jj is strongly UG smooth if it is M-UG smooth for
some bounded and linearly dense subset MCX :
If X is a separable Banach space, it is clearly Hilbert-generated and thus it has an
equivalent UG smooth norm (see [6, Theorem II.6.8]). More precisely, if jj  jj is a
UG smooth norm and if ðxi Þ is a dense sequence in the unit sphere of X ; then an
elementary calculation which uses the compactness of M :¼ fx1 ; 12 x2 ; 13 x3 ; yg and
the Lipschitz property of the norm shows that the norm jj  jj is M-UG smooth and
thus it is strongly UG smooth. Hence UG smoothness coincide with its strong
version for separable spaces. We recall that there are reﬂexive (nonseparable) spaces
that admit no equivalent UG smooth norm ([20], cf. e.g. [6, Chapter VI], or [12,
Chapter 12]).
It is easy to check that the strong UG smoothness implies the UG smoothness. We
note that the BX -UG smoothness means the usual uniform Fréchet smoothness. By
([6, Theorem II.6.8]), if X is Y -generated and Y has an equivalent UG smooth norm,
then X has such a norm, and the proof shows that it works as well for strong UG
smoothness.
As we mentioned earlier, the main result of [10], when combined with [3], is that a
Banach space X is a subspace of a Hilbert-generated space if and only if it admits an
equivalent UG smooth norm. It is also observed in [10] that ‘‘subspace’’ is actually
needed here, although for any compact space K; the Banach space CðKÞ is Hilbertgenerated if (and only if) it admits an equivalent UG smooth norm. Considering the
strong UG smoothness yields a scale of distinct properties between being Hilbertgenerated and being a subspace of a Hilbert-generated space.
Theorem 1. For a Banach space X consider the assertions:
(i) X is Hilbert-generated.
(ii) X is superreflexive-generated.
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(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

X
X
X
X

is generated by the c2 -sum of superreflexive spaces.
admits an equivalent strongly UG smooth norm.
is weakly compactly generated and admits an equivalent UG smooth norm.
is a subspace of a Hilbert-generated space.

Then (i) ) (ii) ) (iii) ) (iv) ) (v) ) (vi).
Moreover, no one of these implications can be reversed in general.
Let 1opp2 and let MCX be a bounded set. We will say that the norm jj  jj is pM-UG smooth if there is c40 such that
rM ðtÞ :¼ supfjjx þ thjj þ jjx  thjj  2; xASX ; hAMgpctp

for all

t40:

Note that the p-BX -UG smoothness means that the norm has modulus of
smoothness of power type tp : A Baire category argument (similar to that used in
[4,7]) shows that if a norm is p-fhg-UG smooth for every hASX (with a constant c
which may depend upon h), then the space X is superreﬂexive. We will say that the
norm jj  jj is p-strongly UG smooth if it is p-M-UG smooth for some linearly dense
and bounded set MCX : Scaling h; one can use a simple homogeneity argument to
observe that a norm is p-strongly UG smooth if and only if it is p-fhg-UG smooth
for every h from a dense subset of SX (with a constant c which may depend upon h),
that is, if and only if the modulus of uniform Gâteaux smoothness in the direction h
is Oh ðtp Þ for a dense set of directions.
Theorem 2. Let X be a Banach space with dens X ¼ o1 and let 1opp2: Then the
following are equivalent:
(a) X is generated by a Banach space whose norm has modulus of smoothness of
power type tp :
(b) X admits an equivalent p-strongly UG smooth norm.
(c) X is cp ðGÞ-generated where #G ¼ o1 :

Theorem 3. Let X be a Banach space with dens X ¼ o1 : Then
(i) X is Hilbert-generated if and only if it satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2 for
p ¼ 2:
(ii) X is superreflexive-generated if and only if it satisfies the conditions of Theorem
2 for some 1opp2:
(iii) X is generated by the c2 -sum of superreflexive spaces if and only if there are
numbers 1opn p2; nAN; such that X is generated by the c2 -sum of
cpn ðGÞ; nAN; where #G ¼ o1 :
Note that Theorems 2 and 3 imply that a space X ; with dens X ¼ o1 ; is
superreﬂexive-generated if and only if it is cp ðGÞ-generated for some 1opp2: This
equivalence relies on Pisier’s renorming theorem [24].
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If X is superreﬂexive and p-strongly UG smooth, it does not follow that X admits
an equivalent norm with modulus of smoothness of power type tp : Indeed, the
(separable) space c3=2 is Hilbert-generated, and hence 2-strongly UG smooth. Yet it
does not admit any equivalent norm whose modulus of smoothness is of power type
t2 ; since it is not of type 2.
Theorem 4. A Banach space ðX ; jj  jjÞ with dens X ¼ o1 admits an equivalent strongly
UG smooth norm if and only if ðBX  ; w Þ is a ‘‘homogeneous’’ uniform Eberlein compact,
i.e., if there exist a set G with #G ¼ o1 and a bounded linear one-to-one and weak to
weak continuous operator T : X  -c0 ðGÞ such that for every e40 there is iAN satisfying
#fgAG; jTx ðgÞj4ejjx jjgoi

for all

x AX  :

The condition (iv) in Theorem 1 can be understood as follows: a space X has an
equivalent strongly UG smooth norm if and only if it is ‘‘c1 ðGÞ-generated’’, in the
sense that there is a weak -to-weak continuous linear operator T from c1 ðGÞ into X
with dense range, and moreover there is a weak uniformly rotund norm on X 
whose pointwise uniform rotundity is uniform on M ¼ T ðBc1 ðGÞ Þ: The condition (v)
in Theorem 1 is identical except that the uniformity condition on M is dropped; it is
also equivalent to the assertion that X is generated by a reﬂexive space R which has
an equivalent UG smooth norm (see [10, Remark 6]).
The condition (vi) in Theorem 1 is equivalent to the statement that ðBX  ; w Þ is a
uniform Eberlein compact (see [10]). Condition (v) is equivalent to the statement that
ðBX  ; w Þ can be continuously and linearly injected into a uniform Eberlein compact
in c0 ðGÞ equipped with its weak topology. The word ‘‘homogeneous’’ used in
Theorem 4 means that the Argyros–Farmaki decompositions ([1, Theorem 1.8]) do
not depend upon e when the stronger condition (iv) is satisﬁed. Note that by [26], a
Banach space with a symmetric basis has an equivalent UG smooth norm if and only
if it is not isomorphic to c1 ðGÞ for an uncountable set G: It follows from ([26, Lemma
2]) that the conditions (vi) and (iv) in Theorem 1 are equivalent for spaces which have
a symmetric basis. Finally, conditions (v) and (vi) are equivalent for Asplund spaces
(see [6, Corollary VI.4.4]), and thus a space which has an equivalent UG smooth
norm and an equivalent Fréchet smooth norm is weakly compactly generated.

3. The proofs
The following lemma provides homogeneous inequalities that will be needed in
this paper.
Lemma 0. Let ðX ; jj  jjÞ be a Banach space. Consider a nonempty set MCBX ; and let
1opp2 be given. Then there exists c40 such that
jjx þ thjj þ jjx  thjj  2pcjtjp

for every xASX ; every hAM and every tAR
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if and only if there exists C40 such that
jjx þ thjjp þ jjx  thjjp  2jjxjjp pCjtjp
for every xAX ; every hAM and every tAR:
Proof (Necessity). Fix xAX ; hAM; and t40: Owing to the homogeneity of the
conclusion, we may assume that jjxjj ¼ 1: First, assume that tX12: Then, from the
convexity of the function u/up ; u40; we have
jjx þ thjjp þ jjx  thjjp  2p2ð1 þ tÞp  2p2pð1 þ tÞp1 t
p2pð3tÞp1 t ¼ 2p3p1 tp p12tp :
Second, let 0oto12: Denote x ¼ limt-0 1tðjjx þ thjj  1Þ: Then, from the assumptions
jjx7thjj  18txpctp ;
and from the convexity of the function u/up ; u40; we have
jjx7thjjp  1p ð17tx þ ctp Þp  1ppð17tx þ ctp Þp1 ð7tx þ ctp Þ
o pð17tx þ ctp Þp1 ð7txÞ þ pð2 þ cÞp1 ctp :
Further, using the concavity of the function u/up1 ; u40; we get
jð1 þ tx þ ctp Þp1  ð1  tx þ ctp Þp1 j
pðp  1Þð1  tjxj þ ctp Þp2 2tjxjoðp  1Þð12Þp2 2t ¼ ðp  1Þ23p t:
Thus
jjx þ thjjp þ jjx  thjjp  2ppðp  1Þ23p t2 þ pð2 þ cÞp1 ctp p½8 þ 2cð2 þ cÞ tp :
Sufficiency: Fix xAX ; with jjxjj ¼ 1; hAM; and t40: Since the function
u/2p1 ð1 þ up Þ  ð1 þ uÞp ; 0pup1; is decreasing, we have ða þ bÞp p2p1
ðap þ bp Þ for all a; bX0; and hence
jjx þ thjj þ jjx  thjj
p½2p1 jjx þ thjjp þ jjx  thjjp Þ 1=p

1=p


C
C
p½2p1 ð2 þ Ctp Þ 1=p ¼ 2 1 þ tp
o2 1 þ tp ¼ 2 þ Ctp :
2
2

&
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%  denote its weak closure in the second dual X  : As in
For a set MCX ; let M
[22,27], for n; pAN put

 




1  
1 
1
whenever xASX :
Sn;p ¼ hAX ; x þ h þ x  h  2p
n
n
np
The following lemma will be crucial for showing that certain spaces are weakly
compactly generated. Let us mention that this lemma provides a nontrivial
information in the separable case as well. In fact, the Milman–Pettis theorem
asserting that uniformly smooth Banach spaces are reﬂexive follows from it when we
take M ¼ BX :
Lemma 1. If the norm jj  jj on X is UG smooth, then for every sANN the intersection
TN

p¼1 SsðpÞ;p lies in X : In particular, if the norm jj  jj is M-UG smooth for some
bounded set MCX ; then the set M is relatively weakly compact in X :
Proof. The ﬁrst assertion is contained in the proof of Lemma 1 in [10]. Given such a
set M; from the modulus rM of uniform UG smoothness on M deﬁned in Eq. (0),
T
one obtains a sequence sANN such that MC N
p¼1 SsðpÞ;p : Thus M is relatively
weakly compact. &
A (long) sequence ðxa ; aoo1 Þ in a Banach space ðX ; jj  jjÞ is called monotone if

 

X
  X


 

aa xa p
aa xa 

aAF
 aAF ,H

whenever F and H are ﬁnite sets in the interval ½0; o1 Þ; with max F omin H; and
aa AR; aAF ,H: Given two vectors x; hAX ; we write h>x whenever x; h is a
monotone (two term) sequence.
Proof of Theorem 2. (a) ) (b). Let X be generated by some Banach space ðY ; jj  jjÞ
whose modulus of smoothness is of power type tp : Let j  j be the Minkowski
functional of the set
[
cop ðBX ,TðBY ÞÞ :¼ faBX þ bTðBY Þ; aX0; bX0; ap þ bp p1g:
Note that this set is symmetric, convex, bounded, contains BX ; and is also closed
since TðBY Þ is weakly compact (Y is reﬂexive).
By Lemma 0, there is C40 such that
jjy þ hjjp þ jjy  hjjp  2jjyjjp pCjjhjjp

whenever

yAY

and hAY :

Now, take any zAX ; with jzj ¼ 1; any hABY ; and any t40: Find then a; bX0;
with ap þ bp p1; and xABX ; yABY so that z ¼ ax þ bTy: Then ap þ bp ¼ 1 and
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jjyjj ¼ 1: Since

z7tTh ¼ ax þ jjby7thjjT


by7th
;
jjby7thjj

we have
jz þ tThjp þ jz  tThjp  2p ap þ jjby þ thjjp þ ap þ jjby  thjjp  2
p jjby þ thjjp þ jjby  thjjp  2bp pCtp :
Thus the set TðBY Þ witnesses that j  j is p-strongly UG smooth and so (b) is proved.
(b) ) (c). Find a bounded set MCBX that is linearly dense in X and CX1 such
that
jjx þ thjjp þ jjx  thjjp  2jjxjjp pCjtjp
for every xAX ; every hAM; and every tAR:
This can be done according to Lemma 0. We claim that

p
X

n
n
X


ai xi  pC
jai jp

 i¼1

i¼1
for every integer nAN; for every monotone sequence x1 ; y; xn in M; and for every
a1 ; y; an AR: Indeed, if n ¼ 1; there is nothing to prove. Assume that the inequality
was veriﬁed for some nAN: Take any a1 ; yan ; anþ1 AR: Then

p 
p
X
 X

nþ1
n

 

ai xi  ¼ 
ai xi þ anþ1 xnþ1 

 i¼1
  i¼1

p


X
n
nþ1
X


p 
ai xi  þCjanþ1 jp pC
jai jp :
 i¼1

i¼1
This proves the claim.
We may and do assume that M is convex, symmetric, and weakly compact
(Lemma 1). As ðX ; jj  jjÞ is then weakly compactly generated, it has a PRI
ðPa ; apo1 Þ: We may arrange things in such a way that in addition Pa ðMÞCM for
every a; see, e.g. ([9, p. 109]). For every aoo1 ; the subspace ðPaþ1  Pa ÞX is
separable. Find a countable set fxan ; nANg which lies in M and is linearly dense in
the space ðPaþ1  Pa ÞX : For any element ðaam ; aoo1 ; mANÞ of cp ð½0; o1 Þ  NÞ;
with ﬁnite support, we put
Tðaam Þ ¼

N
X
1 X a a
a x :
m aoo1 m m
m¼1
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This is a linear mapping from a linear dense subset of cp ð½0; o1 Þ  NÞ into X : Now,
using the Hölder inequality and the claim, we can estimate

p !1
!1
 p
N
N  X
q X
X
1


a a 
jjTðaam Þjjp
a
x



m
m


mq
m¼1
m¼1 aoo
1

pK

N
X
m¼1

C

X

!1
p

jaam jp

aoo1

1 

¼ KC p  aam cp ;

1
P
p
q q
where we put q ¼ p1
and K ¼ ð N
m¼1 m Þ : We used the fact that the long
‘‘sequence’’ ðxam ; aoo1 Þ is monotone for every mAN: Hence T is a bounded
mapping into X ; and so it can be extended to a bounded linear mapping T̃; from all
of cp ð½0; o1 Þ  NÞ into X : As the range of T̃ contains the set fxam ; aoo1 ; mANg;
S
the properties of ðPa Þ guarantee that the set aoo1 ðPaþ1  Pa ÞM is linearly dense in
X : Thus the range of T̃ is dense in X :
(c) ) (a). It is enough to recall that the canonical norm on cp ðGÞ; with 1opp2;
has modulus of smoothness of power type tp ; see e.g. ([6, Chapter V]). (A direct proof
follows from Lemma 0 and from the inequality ja þ bjp þ ja  bjp  2jajp pcp jbjp
valid for all 1opp2; all a; bAR; and a suitable constant cp 40:) &

Proof of Theorem 3. (i) is a consequence of Theorem 2, since the general form of
Hilbert spaces is c2 ðGÞ for some nonempty set G:
(ii) Necessity: Consider T : Y -X where Y is superreﬂexive, T is linear bounded,
and TðY Þ is dense in X : According to Pisier’s renorming result, see, e.g., ([6,
Proposition IV.5.2]), Y admits an equivalent norm whose modulus of smoothness is
of power type tp for some 1opp2:
The sufficiency follows immediately from the fact that cp ðGÞ is superreﬂexive once
1opo þ N:
P
(iii) Necessity: Let X be generated by ð lAL Yl Þc2 where each Yl is superreﬂexive.
According to Pisier’s result ([6, Proposition IV.5.2]), we may assume that for every
lAL; the space Yl has an equivalent norm jj  jjl ; whose modulus of smoothness is
1opl p2: For n ¼ 2; 3; y put Ln ¼
pcl tpl with suitable cl 40 and P
flAL; cl pn; pl X1 þ 1=ng and Zn ¼ ð lALn ðYl ; jj  jjl ÞÞc1þ1=n : We will check that
the canonical norm of Zn has modulus of smoothness of power type t1þ1=n : We know
that
jjyl þ thl jjl þ jjyl þ thl jjl  2pnt1þ1=n
whenever yl ASYl ; hl ABYl ; and tAR (if t41; then the left-hand side above is
p2tpnt1þ1=n ). By Lemma 0, there is a constant Cn 40 such that for all yl ; hl AYl
and all tAR;
1þ1=n

jjyl þ thl jjl

1þ1=n

þ jjyl þ thl jjl

1þ1=n

 2jjyl jjl

pCn t1þ1=n :
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When adding the above inequalities for all lALn ; we get
1þ1=n

1þ1=n

1þ1=n

jjy þ thjj1þ1=n þ jjy  thjj1þ1=n  2jjyjj1þ1=n pCn t1þ1=n
for all y ¼ ðyl ÞAZn ; h ¼ ðhl ÞAZn ; and all tAR: Then, Lemma 0 says that this norm
on the space Zn has modulus of smoothness of power type t1þ1=n : Clearly, we may
assume that each Zn has density at most o1 for otherwise we can go to a quotient of
Zn ; still keeping the modulus of smoothness of power type t1þ1=n : Finally, Theorem 2
says that Zn is c1þ1=n ðGÞ-generated with #G ¼ o1 : Now, it remains to realize that the
c2 -sum of Zn ; nAN; embeds onto a dense subset of X ; and hence so does the c2 -sum
of c1þ1=n ðGÞ; nAN: This completes the proof of the necessity part.
The sufficiency part follows as in (ii). &
In the proof of Theorem 4 we will need some more notation and the following four
lemmas. Following [11], for e40 and for iAN greater than 2=e we put


2
Sie ¼ hASX ; jjx þ thjj  1p12et whenever xASX ; 0oto and h>x :
ei
Lemma 2 (Fabian et al. [11]). If the norm jj  jj on X is UG smooth, and if
x1 ; y; xi ASie is a monotone sequence, then
jjx1 þ ? þ xi jjoei:

Let G be an inﬁnite set. We recall that Day’s norm on c0 ðGÞ; denoted here by
jj  jjD ; is deﬁned by
(
)
n
X
2
2
k
jjujjD ¼ sup
4 uðgj Þ ; nAN; g1 ; y; gn AG; gk agl if kal ; uAc0 ðGÞ:
k¼1

If bAG; we deﬁne a canonical projection pb : c0 ðGÞ-c0 ðGÞ by
(
uðbÞ if g ¼ b;
pb uðgÞ ¼
uAc0 ðGÞ:
0
if gAG\fbg;

Lemma 3 (Troyanski [26]). Let uAc0 ðGÞ and bAG be such that uðbÞa0: Put
i ¼ #fgAG; juðgÞjX21=2 juðbÞjg:
Then
jjujj2D Xjju  pb ujj2D þ 2i1 uðbÞ2 :
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Lemma 4 (Troyanski [26,27]). Let u; vAc0 ðGÞ and bAG be such that uðbÞ þ vðbÞa0:
Put i ¼ #fgAG; juðgÞ þ vðgÞjXjuðbÞ þ vðbÞjg: Then
2jjujj2D þ 2jjvjj2D  jju þ vjj2D X2i1 ðuðbÞ  vðbÞÞ2 :
The following lemma is a strengthening of ([26, Proposition 1]). Its proof follows
Troyanski’s argument.
Lemma 5. Let Z be a linear subset of c0 ðGÞ; with a norm j  j such that cjzjXjjzjjN for
every zAZ; where c40 is a constant. Assume that for every e40 there is iAN such that
#fgAG; jzðgÞj4ejzjgoi

for every zAZ:

If ðun Þ; ðvn Þ are two sequences in BðZ;jjÞ ; and
2jjun jj2D þ 2jjvn jj2D  jjun þ vn jj2D -0 as

n-N

ð1Þ

then
jjun  vn jjN -0

as

n-N:

Proof. Assume that the lemma is not true. Then we can ﬁnd sAN; an inﬁnite set
NCN; and gn AG for nAN such that
jðun  vn Þðgn Þj4

3
for every nAN:
s

We will ﬁrst show that
lim sup jun ðgn Þ þ vn ðgn Þj40:

ð2Þ

nAN

Assume that this is not true, that is, that
lim ðun ðgn Þ þ vn ðgn ÞÞ ¼ 0:

nAN

Then
3
lim inf 2jun ðgn ÞjX lim inf ð jun ðgn Þ  vn ðgn Þj  jun ðgn Þ þ vn ðgn ÞjÞX ;
nAN
nAN
s
and hence

pﬃﬃﬃ
2
lim inf jun ðgn Þj4 :
nAN
s

ð3Þ

Also
jjun þ vn jjD  jjðun þ vn Þ  pgn ðun þ vn ÞjjD p jjpgn ðun þ vn ÞjjD
¼ 12jun ðgn Þ þ vn ðgn Þjj-0

ð4Þ
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as nAN and n-N: From the assumption, ﬁnd iAN such that for every uAZ;


1
# gAG; juðgÞj4 juj oi:
s
For any sufﬁciently large nAN we have from (3)


1
#fgAG; jun ðgÞjX21=2 jun ðgn Þjgp # gAG; jun ðgÞj4
s


1
p # gAG; jun ðgÞj4 jun j oi:
s
Hence, according to Lemma 3, (3) and (4), we get
lim inf ð2jjun jj2D þ 2jjvn jj2D  jjun þ vn jj2D Þ
nAN

X lim inf ð2jjun  pgn un jj2D þ 2  2i1 un ðgn Þ2
nAN

þ 2jjvn  pgn vn jj2D þ 2  2i1 vn ðgn Þ2  jjun þ vn jj2D Þ
X lim inf ð2i un ðgn Þ2 þ 2i vn ðgn Þ2
nAN

 jjun þ vn jj2D þ jjðun þ vn Þ  pgn ðun þ vn Þjj2D Þ
X4  2i1

pﬃﬃﬃ!2
2
¼ 2iþ2 s2 ð40Þ;
s

a contradiction with (1). This proves (2).
From (2) we ﬁnd an inﬁnite set N 0 CN and rAN such that
jun ðgn Þ þ vn ðgn Þj4

2
r

for every

nAN 0 :

For every nAN 0 we then have
2 1
1
jun ðgn Þ þ vn ðgn Þj4 X ð jun j þ jvn jÞX jun þ vn j:
r r
r
Now, ﬁnd kAN so that for every uAZ


1
# gAG; juðgÞj4 juj ok:
r
Hence for every nAN 0
#fgAG; jun ðgÞ þ vn ðgÞjXjun ðgn Þ þ vn ðgn Þjg


1
p# gAG; jun ðgÞ þ vn ðgÞj4 jun þ vn j ok:
r
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Then, by Lemma 4,
2jjun jj2D þ 2jjvn jj2D  jjun þ vn jj2D
X2k1 ðun ðgn Þ  vn ðgn ÞÞ2 42k1 
for every nAN 0 : This contradicts (1).

 2
3
ð40Þ
s

&

Proof of Theorem 4. Necessity: Assume that the original norm jj  jj of X is strongly
UG smooth. Let M be the set witnessing this fact. Without loss of generality we
assume that M is closed convex symmetric and bounded. Since jj  jj is M-UG
T
smooth, there is sANN such that N
p¼1 SsðpÞ;p *M: By Lemma 1, we can then
conclude that the set M lies in a weakly compact set in X : As M is linearly dense in
X ; the space X is weakly compactly generated. We shall use some ideas from [11].
According to a known technique, see, e.g., ([9, p. 109]), ðX ; jj  jjÞ admits a PRI
ðPa ; apo1 Þ such that Pa ðMÞCM for every apo1 : For every mAN and for every
aoo1 ; we ﬁnd a dense set fxam;j ; jANg in ðPaþ1  Pa ÞðmMÞ-SX (Note that each
Pa X is separable). Put
Tx ðm; j; aÞ ¼

1
/x ; xam;j S;
mj

x AX  ;

aoo1 ;

m; jAN:

Clearly, T is a linear, bounded, and weak to pointwise continuous mapping from
X  into cN ðN2  ½0; o1 ÞÞ: T is also injective since M is linearly dense in X :
It remains to check the proclaimed property of T: In order to do so, ﬁx any e40:
Fix any ðm; jÞAN2 : Find im AN so large that


et
2
whenever xASX ; hA2mM; and tA 0;
jjx þ thjj þ jjx  thjj  2p
:
2
eim
Take any x AX  : We claim that
#faA½0; o1 Þ; mjjTx ðm; j; aÞj4ejjx jjgoim :
Assume, by contradiction, that there exist a1 oa2 o?oaim oo1 such that
mjjTx ðm; j; ak Þj4ejjx jj

for every

k ¼ 1; 2; y; im :

Choosing appropriate dk Af1; 1g; k ¼ 1; y; im ; we can estimate
*
+
im
im
X
X
ak



im ejjx jjo
mjjTx ðm; j; ak Þj ¼ x ;
dk xm;j
k¼1



im
X

ak 
 
p jjx jj
dk xm;j pjjx jjeim ;
 k¼1


k¼1
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a contradiction. Here, the most right inequality was guaranteed by Lemma 2.
k
Indeed, in the setting of this lemma, each dk xam;j
lies in 2mM-SX CSiem ; and the
a im
1
; y; xm;j
is monotone owing to the properties of Pa ’s. We have thus
sequence xam;j
proved our claim. Find m0 AN such that m0 41=e: Then for every x AX  ;
1
jTx ðm; j; aÞjp jjx jjpejjx jj
mj
whenever maxfm; jg4m0 and aA½0; o1 Þ: Hence, for every x AX  ;
#fðm; j; aÞAN2  ½0; o1 Þ; jTx ðm; j; aÞj4ejjx jjgpm20  maxfi1 ; y; im0 g ðo þ NÞ:
Finally, observing that #ðN2  ½0; o1 ÞÞ ¼ o1 ; we can put G ¼ N2  ½0; o1 Þ and the
necessity is proved.
Sufficiency: Put
jjjx jj j2 ¼ jjx jj2 þ jjTx jj2D ;

x AX  ;

ð5Þ

where jj  jjD is Day’s norm. Clearly, jjj  jj j is an equivalent norm on X  ; which is
moreover weak lower semicontinuous. We will use the symbol jjj  jj j also for
denoting the norm on X that is predual to jjj  jj j: We will show that the norm jjj  jj j
on X is strongly UG smooth.
For gAG put
xg ðx Þ ¼ Tx ðgÞ;

x AX  :

This is a linear weak continuous functional on X  : Hence each xg is an element of X
(see e.g. [12, Chapter 3]). Put then
M ¼ fxg ; gAGg:
This is a bounded set in X : Since T is injective, M is linearly dense in X :
It remains to prove that the norm jjj  jj j on X is M-UG smooth, which means, by
the Šmulyan test, that the norm jjj  jj j on X  is ‘‘M-uniformly rotund’’ (the proof of
this fact follows the lines of the proof of [6, Theorem II.6.7]). Indeed, assume that
ðxn Þ and ðyn Þ are two bounded sequences in X  which satisfy
2j jjxn jj j2 þ 2j jjyn jj j2  j jjxn þ yn jj j2 -0 as

n-0:

We have to show that
sup/xn  yn ; MS-0

as

n-0;

that is,
supfTðxn  yn ÞðgÞ; gAGg-0

as

n-N:

ð6Þ
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From the convexity we have
2jjTxn jj2D þ 2jjTyn jj2D  2jjTðxn þ yn Þjj2D -0

as n-N:

Now, putting in Lemma 5, Z :¼ TðX  Þ; jzj :¼ jjT 1 zjj; zAZ; un :¼ Txn ; and vn :¼
Tyn we get (6). &
Remark 1. We are now able to claim that UG smooth renormings, when possible,
can always be obtained through the same methods as in Theorem 4. Indeed, the
proof of Theorem 4 shows that if X is strongly UG smoothly renormable, a strongly
UG smooth norm can always be obtained by the formula (5). If X is any UG
renormable Banach space, then by [10] the dual unit ball ðBX  ; w Þ is a uniform
Eberlein compact, hence the space CððBX  ; w ÞÞ is Hilbert-generated according to ([3,
Theorem 3.2]) and a UG smooth norm on this superspace is obtained through (5)
with T taking values in a Hilbert space equipped with its natural norm. Finally, if X
is weakly compactly generated and UG renormable, according to the Amir–
Lindenstrauss theorem (cf. e.g. [6, Chapter VI] or [12, Chapter 11]), there are a set G
and a linear bounded injective and weak to weak continuous mapping T from X 
into c0 ðGÞ: Since by [11] ðTðBX  Þ; wÞ is a uniform Eberlein compact, Farmaki’s result
S
e
([14, Theorem 2.9]) gives for every e40 a splitting G ¼ N
i¼1 Gi such that
sup #fgAGei ; jTx ðgÞj4ejjx jjgoi

x AX 

for every iAN: Then we are exactly in the setting of ([27, Proposition 1]). Hence,
putting
j jjx jj j2 ¼ jjx jj2 þ

N
X
i;k¼1

2ik jjTxjG1=k jj2D ;

x AX  ;

ð7Þ

i

where jj  jjD is Day’s norm, we get jTxn ðgÞ  Tyn ðgÞj-0 as n-N for every gAG
provided that j jjxn jj jp1; j jjyn jj jp1; and
2j jjxn jj j2 þ 2j jjyn jj j2  j jjxn þ yn jj j2 -0:
Then the norm on X ; predual to j jj  jj j; will be, by Šmulyan’s test ([6, Theorem
II.6.7]), uniformly Gâteaux smooth with respect to the directions from a dense set.
This clearly implies the UG smoothness. It follows that (7) sufﬁces for constructing
UG smooth norms on any weakly compactly generated space on which such norms
exist.
Proof of Theorem 1. (i) ) (ii) ) (iii) are trivial.
(iii) ) (iv)
Condition (iii) and the proof of Theorem 3(iii) imply that there exist uniformly
Fréchet smooth spaces Yn ; nAN; and a linear bounded mapping T from
P
ð N
n¼1 Yn Þc2 onto a dense set in X : For simplicity we will assume that each Yn
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P
coincides with the subspace fðym ÞAð N
m¼1 Ym Þc2 ; ym ¼ 0 if mang: Put
j jjx jj j2 ¼ jjx jj2 þ

N
X

2n jjT  jxjYn jj2 ;

x AX  :

n¼1

S
1
Clearly, j jj  jj j is an equivalent dual norm on X  : Put M ¼ N
n¼1 nTðBYn Þ: It is clear
that M is linearly dense in X : We will show that the norm j jj  jj j is ‘‘M-uniformly
rotund’’. Then the corresponding predual norm on X will be M-UG smooth (see the
proof of [6, Theorem II.6.7]). Let ðxi Þ and ðyi Þ be bounded sequences in X  such that
2j jjxi jj j2 þ 2j jjyi jj j2  j jjxi þ yi jj j2 -0

as

i-N:

Then, from the convexity, for every nAN;
2jjT  xijYn jj2 þ 2jjT  yijYn  jjT  xijYn þ T  yijYn jj2 -0

as i-N:

Since the norm on Yn is uniformly rotund, we get
supð/xi  yi ; TðBYn ÞSÞ ¼ jjT  xijYn  T  yijYn jj-0

as i-N:

Thus sup/xi  yi ; MS-0 as i-N: Hence the corresponding norm j jj  jj j on
X is M-UG smooth.
(iv) ) (v)
Assume that MCX is a bounded, linearly dense set in X ; and that the norm jj  jj
on X is M-UG smooth. Then by Lemma 1 the set M lies in a weakly compact subset
of X : Therefore X is weakly compactly generated.
(v) ) (vi) can be found in ([11, Theorem 1]). &

4. Counterexamples to the converse implications in Theorem 1
(ii) does not imply (i)
Indeed, if X is Hilbert-generated, then it admits an equivalent 2-strongly UG
smooth by Theorem 3(i). So, considering X ¼ c3=2 ðGÞ; with G uncountable, Lemma
6 below gives a contradiction. Thus c3=2 ðGÞ is an example of a subspace of a Hilbertgenerated space which is not Hilbert-generated. Note that if a Banach space X
satisﬁes (ii) but not (i), then BX  embeds homeomorphically into a Hilbert space but
the embedding cannot be afﬁne. &
(iii) does not imply (ii)
P
This in general can be demonstrated on the space X ¼ ð N
m¼1 cpm ðGÞÞc2 where G is
uncountable and ðpm Þ is a sequence of all rational numbers in ð1; NÞ: Assume that X
satisﬁes (ii). Then, according to Theorem 3(ii), X is p-strongly UG smooth for some
1opp2: Find mAN so that pm op: Then, using a canonical projection, we can easily
check that cpm ðGÞ is also p-strongly UG smooth. This contradicts Lemma 6 below.
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Note that if X satisﬁes (iii) but not (ii), the modulus rM ðtÞ deﬁned in Eq. (0) is oðtÞ
but cannot be Oðtp Þ for any p41: &
Lemma 6. Given 2Xq4p41; and an uncountable set G; then cp ðGÞ does not admit any
equivalent q-strongly UG smooth norm (and hence cp ðGÞ is not cq ðGÞ generated).
Proof. Assume the statement is false. By Lemma 0 there exist an equivalent norm
jj  jj on cp ðGÞ; a bounded linearly dense set MCcp ðGÞ; and C40 such that
jjx þ thjjq þ jjx  thjjq  2jjxjjq pCtq whenever xAX ; hAM; and t40:
Let jj  jjp denote the canonical norm on cp ðGÞ: Apply Stegall’s variational principle)
([23, Corollary 5.22]), [13] or ([12, Chapter 10]) to the function x/jjxjjq  jjxjjpp :
Thus we get xAcp ðGÞ such that
jjx þ hjjq þ jjx  hjjq  2jjxjjq Xjjx þ hjjpp þ jjx  hjjpp  2jjxjjpp
for all hAcp ðGÞ (the linear term gets cancelled). Then we have
Ctq Xjjx þ thjjpp þ jjx  thjjpp  2jjxjjpp

whenever hAM; and t40:

Find gAG so that xðgÞ ¼ 0: Surely, there exists hAM so that hðgÞa0: Then for all
t40;
Ctq Xjðx þ thÞðgÞjp þ jðx  thÞðgÞjp  2jxðgÞjp ¼ 2tp jhðgÞjp ;
which is impossible. We used here the fact that ja þ bjp þ ja  bjp X2jajp whenever
a; bAR: &
(iv) does not imply (iii)
This can be shown on the following example. Let X be the Banach space such that
its dual X  is a Tsirelson like space T constructed in ([16, p. 43]). We recall that T
is nonseparable, reﬂexive, admits a 1-unconditional symmetric Schauder basis
fðeg ; fg Þggoo1 ; and has the property that for every nonseparable subspace Y of X  ;
for every 1opo þ N and for every uncountable set G there is no linear bounded
injection from Y into cp ðGÞ:
According to Theorem 4, in order to show that this X satisﬁes (iv), it is enough to
prove that for every e40 there is mAN such that
#fgA½1; o1 Þ; j fg ðx Þj4ejjx jjgom

for every x AX  :

Since X is reﬂexive and has a symmetric basis, this follows immediately from ([26,
Lemma 2]).
It remains to disprove (iii) for this X : Assume it holds. Then, by Theorem 3(iii),
there are 1opn p2; nAN; a set G; and a linear bounded mapping
P
pn
T: ð N
n¼1 cpn ðGÞÞc2 -X with dense range. Putting qn ¼ pn 1; and denoting by Pn
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P
the canonical ‘‘projection’’ from ð N
n¼1 cqn ðGÞÞc2 onto cqn ðGÞ; we get the mappings


Pn 3T : X -cqn ðGÞ for every nAN:
Assume for a while that Pn 3T  has separable range for every nAN: Then, as T  is
injective, X  linearly and continuously injects into the (separable) space
P
PN
ð N
n¼1 cqn Þc2 ; and, ﬁnally, ð
n¼1 cpn Þc2 is mapped linearly and continuously onto
a dense set in X : Therefore X is separable, which is a contradiction.
Hence, there is nAN so that Pn 3T  : X  -cqn ðGÞ has a nonseparable range. In what
follows we will put q :¼ qn and S :¼ Pn 3T  : Thus S : X  -cq ðGÞ; where SðX  Þ is
nonseparable, and we will deduce a contradiction. Let a1 oo1 be the ﬁrst ordinal with
Sea1 a0: Consider 1oxoo1 and assume that we already found ab oo1 for 1pbox:
Since SðX  Þ is not separable and G is uncountable, there is supbox ab oax oo1 so that
Seax a0 and the support of Seax is disjoint from the support of Seab for every box:
Thus we can construct ab for every boo1 : Denote by Y the closed linear span of
feab ; boo1 g: Clearly, Y is nonseparable. It remains to check that the restriction of S
to Y is injective. Take yAY so that Sy ¼ 0: Since fðeg ; fg Þggoo1 is a basis for X  ; we
P
P
have y ¼ boo1 ab eab for some ab AR: Then 0 ¼ Sy ¼ boo1 ab Seab : As the vectors
Seab ; boo1 ; have pairwise disjoint supports, we conclude that ab ¼ 0 for every
boo1 ; and hence y ¼ 0: Therefore S is injective and this contradicts the property of
the space X  mentioned at the beginning.
Note that if the space X satisﬁes (iv) but not (iii), Day’s norm and the formula (5)
are needed for constructing a strongly UG smooth norm, and we have to leave the
superreﬂexive frame. &
(v) ) (iv) is false
This can be seen, assuming the Continuum Hypothesis, as follows. We construct a
uniform Eberlein compact K in ðc0 ðNN Þ; wÞ: Using the ideas from [1,5], we use K to
build a reﬂexive space Y (with an unconditional basis), whose unit ball is a uniform
Eberlein compact. Finally, we show that the dual to Y disproves our implication.
This will be done by using the properties of the compact K and Theorem 4.
For pAN; let Kp denote the set of all elements of the form 1p wA where A is any ﬁnite
N

subset of NN and gðpÞX#A for every gAA: We claim that Kp is closed in f0; 1pgN ;
and so is a weakly compact set in c0 ðNN Þ: Indeed, let ð1p wAt ÞtAT be a net in Kp
converging to some

1
1 N
p wB Af0; pg
N

N

: Assume that B contains an inﬁnite sequence

g1 ; g2 ; y of elements of N : Put i ¼ g1 ðpÞ þ 1: Find tAT so that g1 ; y; gi AAt : Then
g1 ðpÞX#At Xi; a contradiction. Hence, B is a ﬁnite set. Since BCAt for some tAT;
we get that 1p wB AKp :
S
p
N
For i; pAN put Gpi ¼ fgANN ; gðpÞ ¼ ig: Clearly, N
i¼1 Gi ¼ N for every pAN:
1
We observe that for any e40; any iAN; and any x ¼ p wA AKp ;
(
#fgAGpi ;

xðgÞ4egp#Gpi -A

¼0

if #A4i;

p#A

if #Api:
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S
N
Deﬁne K ¼ N
p¼1 Kp : It is easy to check that K is weak compact in c0 ðN Þ: We will
show that it is a uniform Eberlein compact. So ﬁx e40: Find pAN so that e41p: Fix
any i1 ; y; ip AN: Take any xAK: We observe that if xðgÞ4e for some gANN ; then
necessarily xAKj for some jAf1; y; p  1g: Thus we can estimate
#fgAG1i1 -?-Gpip ; xðgÞ4egp#fgAGjij ; xðgÞ4egpij :
Having this estimate and observing that
[
fG1i1 -?-Gpip ; i1 ; y; ip AN; pANg ¼ NN ;
the easier part of ([1, Theorem 1.7]) guarantees that K is a uniform Eberlein
compact.
Deﬁne
W ¼ fyAc0 ðNN Þ; there is xAcoðK,  KÞ
so that jyðgÞjpjxðgÞj for all gANN g:
This is a uniform Eberlein compact by ([1, Proposition 1.5, Lemma 3.6]). Then the
interpolation theorem [5] produces a reﬂexive Banach space ðY ; j jj  jj jÞ such that Y
is a subset of c0 ðNN Þ and that W CBðY ;j jjjj jÞ CBc0 ðNN Þ : ([1, Lemma 3.5]) then says
that BðY ;j jjjj jÞ is even a uniform Eberlein compact. Then, by ([3, Theorem 3.2]), the
space CððBðY ;j jjjj jÞ ; wÞÞ is Hilbert-generated, and hence it is UG smoothly
renormable. Therefore the space X :¼ ðY ; j jj  jj jÞ ; is reﬂexive and admits an
equivalent UG smooth norm, see Theorem 1 or ([6, Theorem II.6.8(ii)]). Note that,
according to ([5, Lemma 1(x)]), if feg ; gANN g is the canonical basis in c0 ðNN Þ; then
it is an unconditional basis for ðY ; j jj  jj jÞÞ; and hence X also has an unconditional
basis.
It remains to show that X does not admit any equivalent strongly UG smooth norm.
Here we assume the Continuum Hypothesis, which allows us to use Theorem 4. If X
has a strongly UG smooth norm, then by Theorem 4, there are a set L and a linear
bounded injective mapping T : X  ¼ Y -c0 ðLÞ such that for every e40 there is
mAN such that #flAL; jTyðlÞj4ej jjyjj jgom for every yAY : Note that KCY : We
claim that there exists pAN so that the set


1
N
gAN ; gðpÞ ¼ n and jjTeg jj4
p
is infinite for infinitely many nAN: Assume this is not true. We will construct, by
induction, a sequence n1 ; n2 ; y in N and ﬁnite subsets M1 ; M2 ; y of NN as follows.
Find n1 AN such that
M1 :¼ fgANN ; gð1Þ ¼ n1 and jjTeg jj41g
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is ﬁnite. Let pAN and assume that we already found np AN and the ﬁnite set Mp :
Find then npþ1 AN so large that npþ1 4maxfgðp þ 1Þ; gAMp g and that the set


1
Mpþ1 ¼ gANN ; gðp þ 1Þ ¼ npþ1 and jjTeg jj4
pþ1
is ﬁnite. Performing this for every pAN; put g* ¼ ðn1 ; n2 ; yÞ: Then g* AMp for no
pAN; and hence jjTeg* jj ¼ 0; a contradiction with the injectivity of the mapping T:
Therefore there exist pAN; an inﬁnite increasing sequence n1 ; n2 ; y in N; and a
double sequence fgij ; i; jANg of distinct elements of NN such that for every i; jAN;
gij ðpÞ ¼ ni

and

1
jjTegij jj4 :
p

Fix iAN: Then egij -0 weakly as j-N; and so Tegij -0 weakly as j-N: Put aj ¼
egij ; jAN: By induction we ﬁnd integers 1 ¼ j1 oj2 o?ojni

and different

l1 ; l2 ; y; lni AL so that
1
1
jTaj1 ðl1 Þj4 ; y; jTajni ðlni Þj4
p
p
and
jTajk ðll Þjo

1
2pni

whenever

1plokpni :

Put A ¼ fgij1 ; gij2 ; y; gij i g and y% ¼ 1p wA : Then yAK
%
% ¼ 1p
p; T y
n
T yðl
% k Þ4



1 1 ni  1
1

4 2
i
p p
2pn
2p

Pni

k¼1

Tajk ; and so

for every k ¼ 1; 2; y; ni :

Thus



1
# lAL; jT yðlÞj4
Xni :
%
2p2
Since this can be done for every iAN; we get
 


1
sup # lAL; jT yðlÞjX
; yAKp Xsupfni ; iANg ¼ þN;
%
2p2
a contradiction.
We observe that if X satisﬁes (v) but not (iv), then BX  embeds continuously and
linearly into a uniform Eberlein weakly compact subset K of c0 ðGÞ; but the Argyros–
Farmaki decompositions of K depend upon e (see [1]). Hence formula (7) of Remark
1 is needed for constructing a UG smooth norm. &
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(vi) does not imply (v)
This can be shown on Rosenthal’s example R [25]. This is a subspace of an L1 over
a probability space. Thus L1 is Hilbert-generated (L2 is dense in L1 ) and hence UG
smooth. Then R is also UG smooth. Yet R is not weakly compactly generated [25].
Since any operator from an Asplund space into L1 is weakly compact, this space R
also shows that (vi) (or equivalently, the existence of a UG-smooth equivalent norm)
does not imply that the space is Asplund generated.
Note that if X satisﬁes (vi) but not (v), then BX  is homeomorphic to a weakly
compact subset K of c2 ðGÞ; but BX  does not embed continuously and linearly into
c0 ðGÞ equipped with its weak topology. &

Appendix
The purpose of this appendix is to give a simple proof of Theorem 1 in [17]. Recall
that a norm jj  jj of a Banach space X is weakly uniformly rotund if xn  yn -0
weakly in X whenever xn ; yn ASX and jjxn þ yn jj-2: Note that the norm is weakly
uniformly rotund if and only if the dual norm is UG, by the result of Šmulyan (cf.
e.g. [6, Theorem II.6.7]) or ([12, Chapter 8]).
Theorem (Hájek [17]). Assume that the norm of a Banach space X is weakly
uniformly rotund. Then X is an Asplund space.
Proof. We assume that X is separable and prove that X  is then separable. For
nAN; put
Vn ¼ f f ABX  ; j f ðx  yÞjp1=3 if x; yABX are such that jjx þ yjjX2  1=ng:
S
As X is weakly uniformly rotund, we have BX  ¼ Vn : For nAN; let Sn be a
countable and weak dense subset of Vn : We claim that
!
N
[
span jjjj
Sn ¼ X  :
n¼1

If not, take F ASX   with F ð f Þ ¼ 0 for all f A,Sn ; and choose f0 ASX  with
F ð f0 Þ48=9: There is n0 AN such that f0 AVn0 : Let fxa g be a net in BX which weak
converges to F : We have
jjxa þ xb jjX2  1=n0
if a and b are large enough. By deﬁnition of Vn0 ; it follows that there is a0 such that
j f ðxa0 Þ  f ðxb Þjp1=3
for all b large enough and all f AVn0 : Since fxa g weak converges to F it follows that
j f ðxa0 Þ  F ð f Þjp1=3
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for all f AVn0 : Hence for f ASn0 ;
jð f  f0 Þðxa0 ÞjXjF ð f Þ  F ð f0 Þj  jF ð f0 Þ  f0 ðxa0 Þj  jf ðxa0 Þ  F ð f ÞjX2=9:
Thus f0 does not belong to the weak closure of Sn0 : This contradiction concludes the
proof. &
Every weakly uniformly rotund space X admits an equivalent Fréchet differentiable norm. Indeed, then X  is a subspace of a weakly compactly generated space
([11]) and thus X admits a Fréchet differentiable norm (cf. e.g. [6, Chapter VI]).
An example of a weakly uniformly rotund space Z such that Z is not weakly
compactly generated is the space Z constructed in ([25, p. 90]).
There are weakly uniformly rotund spaces that are not subspaces of weakly
compactly generated spaces. Such is the space U constructed in ([19, p. 222]). There
U  is isomorphic to c1 "c2 ðGÞ and thus U  admits an equivalent UG norm. By
Šmulyan’s duality (cf. e.g. [6, Chapter II] or [12, Chapter 8]), U  admits an
equivalent weak star uniformly rotund norm and thus U admits an equivalent
weakly uniformly rotund norm. It is proved in ([19, p. 222]) that U is not weakly
compactly generated and a similar argument gives that U is not a subspace of any
weakly compactly generated space (cf. e.g. [12, Chapter 12]).
However, the following problem seems to be open.
Problem. Assume that the norm of a Banach space X is weakly uniformly rotund.
Does there exist a bounded linear one-to-one operator from X into c0 ðGÞ for
some G?
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